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ABSTRACT

We learn from Quantum Mechanics that the observation of the microscopic world, the measurement (M) of a quantum object, i.e. a particle, inexorably modifies the physical system we wish to examine.

What happens is that with the M it takes place a reduction of the state vectors that is the ‘wave function collapse’ of the measured particle.

Why does it happen? No one knows.

The enigma of the so-called Measurement Paradox, in our opinion, could be solved if we considered that the light quantum(LQ), as suggested by the Principle of Equivalence Mass-Energy, carries out a dynamic-mass equivalent to its energy. The LQ is indispensable to carry out a M.

No M can be carried out without using the quantum of light.

Calculus show that a photon of the optic band hits an electron with a momentum bigger than the mass of the electron itself.

This may explain why the M induces the implosion of the quantum object observed, together with the collapse of its wave function, giving rise to the Measurement Paradox.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to try to lift the veil from the age-old enigma that afflicts Physics: the Measurement’s Paradox.

The topic we propose to develop is certainly to be considered among the most fascinating and intriguing of all the Physics: it penetrates and goes into the deepest and hidden meanderings of Quantum Mechanics (QM).

As Feynman reminds us, we would like to emphasize a very important difference between Classical Mechanics and QM: according to QM we must talk about the probability that a particle, or quantum object (QO), will arrive in a given circumstance. We must imply that “in an experimental arrangement (or even in the best possible one) it would impossible to predict exactly what would happen. We can only predict the odds! This would mean, if it were true, that Physics has given up on the problem of trying to predict exactly what will happen in a definite circumstance. Yes! Physics has given up. We do not know how to predict what would happen in a given circumstance, and we believe now that it is impossible that the only thing that can be predicted is the probability of different events. It must be recognized that this is a retrenchment in our earlier ideal of understanding nature. It may be a backward step, but no one has seen a way to avoid it[1]."

As it is known, the probability (P) of an event in an ideal experiment is given by the square of the absolute value of a complex number, \( \psi \), which is called the probability amplitude[1]:

\[ P = |\psi|^2 \]

(1).

1.1 de BROGLIE ASSOCIATED WAVE

Famously, in 1923 de Broglie suggested, without experimental data, to give particles the same property as waves. He gave each particle a its own wave length depending only on the momentum of the particle itself[2]. Any particle with a momentum (\( p \)) “seems to be something periodic, as a wave, with an universal relation between the wave length of the particle, indicated by \( \lambda \), and modulus \( p \) of its momentum[3]”. In this way we have the formula:

\[ \lambda = \frac{h}{p} \]

(2).

(where \( h \) is the Planck’s constant). This is the value of the wave length(\( \lambda \)), according to de Broglie formula, which indicates the nature, also wave-like, of all material particles. Therefore, the old question, wave or particle[4][5][6], can be solved with the QM living to the particles – rather, to QO - a wave function (WF) of their own, indicated with \( \Psi(x) \), or simply \( \Psi \).

It describes correctly both their wave and particle character.

The WF is a mathematical function which depends on time (\( t \)) and on the position (\( x \)) of the particle it is referred to. “The function \( \Psi(x) \) is usually called the wave function because it more often than not has the form of a complex wave in its variables[1]”. Feynman adds: “The WF for a single particle is a ‘field’, in the sense that it is a
function of position[1]: \( \Psi(x) \). "A consequence of the wave nature of QM is that each (quantum) state corresponds to a wave, and waves can be superimposed[7]."

In fact, QM equations imply a universal presence of superimposed states.

### 1.2 LINEAR UNITARY EVOLUTION PHASE (U PHASE)

The WF(\( \Psi \)), that is the quantum state of the particle, represents the way in which we can find the particle when it does not interacts, when it is not disturbed, measured, observed. Thus, indicating with \( t \) the time, and with \( x^1, \ldots, x^N \) the possible positions or space coordinates of the considered particle, we have the formula:

\[
\Psi = \Psi(x^1, \ldots, x^N, t)
\]

Hence, before we search the particle, that is before we measure it, the particle is spread throughout the employable space, as if for each point there was associated a precise value of probability density we have to find. According to QM, before the measurement(M) the wave or particle aspects are not at all outlined: the square of the modulus of the \( \Psi \), that is \( |\Psi|^2 \), has to be interpreted as a distribution, as the density of probability to find the particle, its quantum state, in one of the several possible positions. In other words, the WF square modulus of a QO is a M of the probability (and only the probability) that the QO is, in a specific moment, in a certain position in the space. QOs do not have defined properties until we observe them, until we make a M.

We can just presume approximately their structure and behaviour, but we have no certitude.

### 1.3 SCHRODINGER’S WAVE FUNCTION EQUATION

Before the M, the phase of WF gives to the QO its “wave-like character”, since the WF is diffused in the space occupied by the particle the WF is referred to. This condition of the WF, indicated as unitary linear phase \( U \), or \( U \) Process, has been brilliantly described by Schrödinger.

The first difficulty he found, was that the WF was as a function of time.

How to add the difference from the time(\( t \))? Indeed the classical Hamiltonian(\( H \)) representing, as we know, the total energy of the examined physical system, is independent by the time.

In the Hamiltonian representation the generalised condition positions(\( x^1, \ldots, x^N \)) are associated to the conjugated momenta(\( p_1, \ldots, p_N \)), so the momentum(\( p \)) of a free particle is given by the velocity(\( v \)) of the particle, times its mass(\( m \)):

\[
p = m v
\]

Thus, according to the Hamiltonian formalism, aiming to describe the total energy of the physical system we are examining, independently by the time, but by momenta and positions, we have the Hamiltonian function(\( H \)):

\[
H = H(p_1, \ldots, p_N; x^1, \ldots, x^N)
\]

As we know, along with the mathematical formalism of the QM, \( p \) can be identified by a Heaviside differential operator(\( D \)):

\[
D = \frac{d}{dx}
\]

In this identification, between \( p \) and \( D \), with the QM we have the quantum momentum(\( p_x \)).
\[ p_x = i \hbar \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \]  
(7),

where \( i \) is the imaginary unit. The new momentum operator \( (p_x) \), typical of the quantum formalism, substitutes

the classical momentum \( (p) \) in the Hamiltonian classical function, see equation (5), according to the process

known as canonical quantization. The \( p_x \) in equation (7) was used by Schrödinger[8] in his equation, occupying

all the first member, adding the quantum state \( \Psi \) which varies according to the time \( t \):

\[ i \hbar \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial t} = H \Psi \]  
(8).

The second member of the equation (8), or Schrödinger’s equation, expresses the energy of the examined system, that is of the \( \Psi \). This energy is represented, as in the classical form, by the Hamiltonian \( (H) \), but in that case it is a quantum Hamiltonian function, as:

\[ H = H \left( i \hbar \frac{\partial}{\partial x_1}, ..., i \hbar \frac{\partial}{\partial x_N}; x_1, ..., x_N \right) \]  
(9).

Thus, as we are all aware, the Schrödinger equation is an equation of temporal evolution indicating how the considered physical system, the particle, represented in its quantum state or WF, can change, develop in time. It expresses the phase of linear evolution of the considered particle called ‘\( U \) phase’, since it is the process of Unitary evolution, which corresponds to the “Process 2” described by von Neumann[9]. It could say that this \( U \) evolution indicates a particle when it is not troubled but it develops linearly, normally, according to the need of the particle itself and its parameters.

This situation persists in time till we observe it, till we make a \( M \), or till it interacts by chance with another particle or physical system[10].

### 2. DISCUSSION

#### 2.1 MEASUREMENT of a QUANTUM OBJECT

Let’s examine as in the mathematical formalism of QM a \( M \) of a quantum system must be represented: a ‘measurable quantity’ of a quantum system is represented by a certain kind of operator \( Q \), called observable. Examples of observables are the ‘dynamic variables’: i.e. the momentum \( (p) \) and the position \( (x) \) of the particle we wish to examine.

The theory requires that an observable \( Q \) is represented by a linear operator \( L \), so that its action in Hilbert space \((\text{HS})\) is to make a linear transformation of \( \text{HS} \).

A primary request for the quantum observables is that their self-vectors cover the entire \( \text{HS} \). That is, the self-vectors of the particle we wish to observe – its quantum superimpositions fluctuating inside the space occupied by the particle itself – must move inside the \( \text{HS} \). It is the same as saying that the requirement of QM leads the real space occupied by the particle to coincide with the \( \text{HS} \).

According to these considerations, the \( \text{HS} \) should become a real space, not only hypothetical.

In QM the \( \text{HS} \) coincides with the phases space of classical physics. “The gravitational Lagrangian of Hilbert, indicated with \( S \), consists essentially of the scaled bend \( (R) \) divided by the constant \( 16 \cdot G \) (where \( G \) is the gravitational constant), multiplied by \( \cdot \) :

\[ S = \frac{1}{\int_0^1 (L-R)e^{16\pi G}} \]  
(10),

where \( \cdot \) represents the quantity normally expressed as:
\[
\cdot = dx^0 \wedge dx^1 \wedge dx^2 \wedge dx^3 \sqrt{\left(-\det g_{ij}\right)} \tag{11},
\]

\( L \) is the Linear Operator, which must be considered as space-time density, which means that the invariant entity is the four-dimensional \( L \cdot \cdot \). The integral of the action will be:

\[
S = \int \cdot \cdot L \cdot \tag{12},
\]

where \( u \) indicates the four-dimensional (complete) volume of space-time[3]. All of this should occur in the HS that, again, should correspond with volume of space occupied by a particle till it is not troubled, observed, measured: i.e. during the time, the phase in which the particle is indeterminate, not localized: the so-called U Phase.

According to the rules of QM the result of a M, related to an operator \( Q \), is always one of the two self-states: this is the jump of the quantum state, or Wave Function Collapse(WFC), which occurs with the Reduction Process(R Process). Penrose adds: " Whatever the state before the M, it jumps in one of the \( Q \) self-states, as soon as the state (that is the particles in exam) is measured (along with the R Process). After the M the state gets a definite value for the observable \( Q \), precisely the self-value q. If the M is repeated, the second M will give the same self-value, that is the same result we got with the first M[3]." When the observable \( Q \) is measured on the state \( |\Psi> \), the rule is that the probability tells us that the state jumps from \( |\Psi> \) to one of the \( Q \) self-states: \( |\cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \> \).

The jump of the WF, or WFC, induced by any kind of M, is represented as follows:

\[
|<\Psi| \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot |\Psi>|^2 \tag{13}.
\]

This is not true, of course, for the macroscopic world.

Therefore, the M leads to the collapse of WF(WFC) of the observed particle, working in the HS relative to the same particle. However, along with Penrose[3] the WFC, induced by M, could represent a real (not only hypothetical) event occurring completely in the reality, so that also the space in which the collapse happens could be probably a real space, not imaginary: objective WFC. And which is the space where the WFC occurs? It is of course the volume of space occupied by the particle before M, the space where the superimpositions of quantum states of the observed particle move. And this space could correspond to the HS.

Miller states “According to QM the falling electron can be in any position, since its WF is diffused throughout the space (the ball, instead, is localised since the beginning). It doesn’t have any sense to wonder where the electron is, until a M is carried out, i.e. taking a picture of it: in this case we need to light it up, at least with a light’s quantum(LQ), which becomes part of the M system. The interaction of the single LQ with the electron, localises it in that moment[11].”, at the same time we have induced a particular phenomenon of the QM: the WFC.

### 2.2 Wave Function Collapse (WFC)

The contact of a single LQ with the electron in exam can collapse its quantum states, its WF.

Well, the interaction between the M’s system (that is also a single light quantum) and the examined physical system (the electron) induces the Red Process: that is the Reduction of the electron WF (which was diffuse, till a moment before the M), so now it tends to converge to a certain, well defined, region of the space. That is “among all the possible positions which the electron WF can occupy, as a diffused wave in all the space, the M process chooses one[11].”

According to QM, before the M, the particle may be represented by a combination of quantum states more or less superimposed. However it is thought that the M itself makes it pass to a particular state. Thus, if we
consider that an electron is localized in this or that point, the QM tells us that it can accumulate the 2 possibilities, the 2 possible states, and become the sum of an electron which is in this or that point: with the opportunity then to pass through 2 close splits in the same time, until we don't observe it[12].

What is this happening? What kind of mechanism can be concealed behind the M? No one knows. Miller adds “both Schrödinger equation and the other QM fundamental equations remain mute[11]”. However, what seems important is that "the WF does not evolve along with Schrodinger equation, after the M[13]."

### 2.3 WFC and R PROCESS

As we know the phase called Reduction Process(or R Process), which corresponds to the “Process 1” described by von Neumann[9], lasts just a very short moment (fractions of second), as the M effect ends the previous phase is resumed (present knowledge does not clarify why the WFC is so short). According to QM we will never be able to have information about the aspect and the property of a QO, until it is observed. It is thought that before the M the electron could be found potentially in one of the several points of its wave volume, each corresponding to a probability amplitude, to a probability density. It really seems that when the electron (or another particle) is not disturbed, that is no M is carried out, it stays in its natural state: it lives as a QO.

Thus it occupies a volume, it is spread in the space which is allowed to it (it is delocalized), and it is represented by superimposed quantum state: it tend to behave as a wave.

This is the phase of linear evolution \(U\), described by Schrödinger equation.

On the contrary, with the M the collapse of the WF takes place, so now our particle will be detectable in a precise point, and at the same time the other probability amplitude will disappear. In fact, the WFC is also called Reduction of the state vectors (R Process), that is the WFC of the measured electron.

Therefore, with the M the state of the particles jumps in a localised state: with the M the quantum state of the particle is a self-vector of the position operator \(x\). Before the M, probably the particle was scattered in a like-wave way throughout the space which could be occupied (self-state of the momentum operator \(p\)). When the electron’s WF collapses, it is delimited in a specific point: the particle is localized, its position is detected.

The electron will now show completely as a particle, it is in fact observed in its corpuscular aspect.

A corpuscle is, indeed, something concentrated in a precise point of the space.

In short, the M induces the collapse of the WF particle we want to examine, so it will pass from a wave behaviour to a corpuscular aspect[14].

Penrose says: "It is clear that the WF is something more real than a simple probability wave. Schrödinger equation gives us this entity (both charged and non-charged), a precise evolution in time, an evolution which depends critically on how the phase changes from a point to another. Moreover in QM wave equation energy\((E)\) is expressed by differential operators[3]"

\[
E = i \hbar \frac{\partial}{\partial t}
\]  

(14).

Physicists wondered what was the role of the observer in the M process of a physical system. Does the chance have a role, or it doesn’t, in determining the results of the M? According to Bohr we cannot talk about a particle without taking in account the interaction we, observers, can have with it (in contrast with classical physics). Bohr writes: “The finite interaction between object and measuring agencies conditioned by the very existence of the
quantum of action entails –because of the impossibility of controlling the reaction of the object on the measuring instruments if these are to serve their purpose– the necessity of a final renunciation of the classical ideal of causality and a radical revision of our attitude towards the problem of physical reality[15]. That is, a physical theory can describe physical phenomenon only if it includes an experimental content, the observation, the M, which make these phenomena show (though there are modified). Prigogine replies: “The cosmic microwave background radiation, distributed in the cosmos at 3° Kelvin, is witness to the beginning of the universe. But the idea that such radiation would be the result of M is absurd: in fact, who could or should measure it? It is therefore necessary in QM to have an intrinsic mechanism that leads to the observed statistical aspects: this mechanism is precisely instability, chaos [16].

2.4 The \textbf{LINK} between \textbf{MEASUREMENT} and \textbf{LIGHT QUANTA} (LQ)

This is the crucial point: the use of the light results in a modification of the quantum state of the particle observed, since it undergoes, under the action of the electromagnetic radiation(EMR), the jump, the collapse of its WF(WFC), thus the particle, the QO, that used to behave as a wave will now appear as a corpuscle.

What is particularly relevant is that to carry out a M, to observe anything in the Universe, any macroscopic object or particle, it is necessary to use a LQ, i.e. a photon(P) having a wave length(\(\lambda\)) shorter or equal to the diameter of the object to be observed. In this way the EMR hits the object and, bouncing back partially towards us will give us the information about the object examined.

On the contrary, if the wave length of the EMR is longer than the diameter of the particle or object to examine (i.e. a radio wave), it will go around the object, jump it, and will not show it to us. In the same way since EMR will not hit the object the WFC will not take place.

Hence, the smaller the object or particle to be examined, the smaller has to be the wave length of the EMR used, thus bigger its energy.

Therefore, if we want to detect, observe, measure an electron, we need to light it, we need to point on it an EMR with a short \(\lambda\). However in this case we hit it so deviate and modify its trajectory.

Indeed, the QM teaches us that the observation of the microscopic world, the M, modify the physical system we want to examine.

According to our opinion, it seems that the main character in this enigma (the Measurement’s Paradox) is the EMR. Why?

The main reason is that in order to observe, to see, or make a M, we always need to use the EMR.

It is the only physical mean which allows us to detect a particle, analyse and study the physical system we are interested in[17]. Only using the light quanta we can acquire the information about the state and the property of the objects of the subatomic world.

No M can be made without using the EMR. Without the EMR we wouldn’t be able to observe the world: both at a macroscopic and a microscopic level.

The \textbf{LQ is the wire} which links the observer to the physical system to be observed.

This wire allows us to get the M of the particle we are interested in.

Without this wire we wouldn’t have any information of the world, which would appear dark and unknown, and would never be able to observe it, to measure it.
2.5 The FUNDAMENTAL ROLE PLAYED by PLANCK's CONSTANT

Let’s analyse the nature of such a radiation. It carries a large number of LQ, or photons (Ps), second after second. The energetic values of each P, without considering its oscillating frequency, corresponds to the Planck’s constant, which is just an energetic value, corresponding to 6.626 · 10⁻³⁷ [erg · sec]. Barrow says: “The non-null value of the Planck constant (h) is important for the stability of matter. In the impacts between the atoms and the EMR, the value of h is large enough to take a rather strong ‘stroke’ to push the electrons to the immediately higher permissible level. As it is known, h identifies with Planck ‘grain, with the quantum of light, that is with P. And yet, a massless P is capable of inferring such a stroke, besides giving "stability to matter[18]". Unless the P is not so massless.

The P, of course, goes with the speed of light, this value(c) is know too, it is 299792.458(± 0.4) Km/sec[19]. Let’s now consider the equation related to the Principle of Equivalence Mass-Energy

\[ (\text{MEEP}): \quad E = mc^2 \quad (15). \]

That’s how Einstein commented upon his MEEP: “The value of the considered mass refers to the value of an inertial mass[20]”. Let’s apply Eq.(15) to the P, keeping in mind that one of the three parameters is well known, that is c, the speed of the P in the vacuum. The 2° parameter is the Energy of the P which, as described first by Planck[21][22] and later by Einstein[23], is expressed by the formula:

\[ E = h \cdot \nu \quad (16), \]

where h is Planck’s constant and \( \nu \) its oscillation frequency. Here things get more complicated since the equation(16) expresses the energetic value of a single LQ (or P) in motion, that is at the highest speed, oscillating a number of times per second, depending on the EMR band to which the quantum of light is associated. The equation(15), instead, represents the value of an inertial mass, just because it is involved the MEEP, it will express an inertial energy, as to say a minimal energy, or Zeta Point Energy(ZPE)[24] of the particle we are considering.

On the other hand, still for the MEEP, to an “energetic” particle, carrying energy, forces etc., should correspond a mass equivalent to the energy carried, divided \( c^2 \)[25]. Since there is no zero energy, for the ZPE, there should not be any particle carrying energy, with a zero mass. At this regard, Feynman adds: “energy and mass differ just for a \( c^2 \) factor, which is merely a question of units, so we can say energy is the mass. Instead of having to write the \( c^2 \), we put \( E=m \) [26].” This is another authoritative confirmation of our concepts. Hawking writes: “According to Einstein’s equation \( (E = mc^2) \), the energy is proportional to the mass[27]” and according to Relativity itself to every form of energy corresponds a mass. Thus to a very small energy, as in the case of P, corresponds a very small mass, however \( \neq 0 \)[28]. In short, it is crucial keeping in mind that the value of the density of mass energy carried out by h, by the Planck’s grane, although infinitesimal (and without considering its number of oscillations per second) will always be \( \neq 0 \)!

Einstein writes to his friend Conrad Habicht: “It has come to my mind a consequence of the study of Electrodynamics. The Principle of Relativity, in association with Maxwell fundamental equations, requires that the mass is a direct measure of the energy contained in a body; the light carries a mass[20]”. Galison adds: “Einstein was unsatisfied: he was not satisfied of the analyses of the light. Einstein stated that to any kind of energy is associated a mass[20]”.

Thus, according to Einstein there should be a mass associated to the light quantum.

Galison continues: “Planck stated that also the transfer of heat adds a mass[20]".
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What is heat made of? We know, it is made of EMR, that is Ps. Thus, according to Planck, a transfer of radiation, of Ps, from A to B will cause an increase in the mass of B. “It seemed that a hot pot was heavier than a cold one, although exactly the same size. It was a new idea: in Newtonian physics there was nothing suggesting a variation in mass as a consequence of the energy[20].”

Thus wherever there is a body, or particle, having energy, there should be in a way (visible or hidden, concealed) a certain mass too, and vice versa: this is what comes from Eq.(15). Einstein adds that based on the calculations of its article containing precisely the \( E=mc^2 \), it emerges that a body that emits EMR necessarily loses mass.

Klein says: “Einstein attributes to this result a universal value, claiming that mass of a body represents a measure of its energy content. Consequently, if this body loses energy, under any form, it also loses mass! The mass, contained within a body, now measures its energy content. Each body having a mass, equally has a ‘mass energy’(i.e. energy of mass). Even at rest, a body having mass contains energy[30] and vice versa.

Thus, in the case of a P at the inertial state, that is when it interacts with another particle, so it stops running, at least for that infinitesimal moment it will oscillate much less. We will never be able to know with accuracy how much an interacting P can oscillate, that is what could be the number of oscillations in that moment. Let’s indicate this unknown value with \( 10^n \) [c/s], which is an uncertainty factor. The P stops running when hitting another particle, as it happens during a M, so it will not oscillate as when it was running, though it never stops running completely: it is the Heisemberg Uncertainty Principle(HUP) to deny it, since in this case we would know simultaneously the position and the momentum of the particle[31][32]. Thus also in the inertial state the oscillating frequency(\( \nu \)) of the P can never be 0, but always \( \geq 1 \) [Hz], that is \( \geq 1 \) oscillation per second (if not even \( \frac{1}{2} \) oscillation per s., or a fraction of its). Thus, if we want to consider the Energy of the P in its inertial state, indicated with \( E_o \), we should have:

\[
E_o = h \cdot \nu = h \cdot 10^n \text{ [c/s]}
\]

that is:

\[
E_o = 6.626 \cdot 10^{-27} \text{ [erg-s]} \cdot 10^n \text{ [c/s]}
\]

hence:

\[
E_o = 6.626 \cdot 10^{-27+n} \text{ [erg]}
\]

This should be the Energy value of a P at an inertial state. We may say its minimal energy value; as we can see this value is not easy to determine, rather, it is undetermined, as stated by the QM.

As the erg value is expressed in \([g \cdot cm^2 \cdot s^{-2} \cdot cm]\), that is in \([g \cdot cm^2 \cdot s^2]\), we have:

\[
E_o = 6.62 \cdot 10^{-27+n} \text{ [g \cdot cm^2/s^2]}
\]

In this way we can have information, with a certain approximation, about the 2\text{nd} parameter of equation(15), referred to the P. Hence we can easily have the 3\text{rd} parameter, the equivalent rest-mass or equivalent inertial mass(\( m_o \)) of the P:

\[
m_o = \frac{E_o}{c^2} = \frac{6.626 \cdot 10^{-27+n} \cdot (g \cdot cm^2)}{(2.9979 \cdot 10^{10})^2 [cm/s]^2}
\]

Let us calculate this value following the cgs system:
and we have:

\[ m_o = \frac{6.626 \cdot 10^{-27} \cdot n}{(2.6697)^2} \cdot 10^{-20} \cdot \frac{[g \cdot cm^2]}{s^2} \]  

(22),

that is:

\[ m_o = 7.372 \cdot 10^{-48 + n} [g] \]  

(25).

What we get is that the inertial mass energy of the P corresponds to \(10^{-48+n}\) grams. Thus, if the value of \(n\) was \(10^0\), that is one oscillation per second, \(m_o\) would be \(10^{-48}[g]\). Whereas if \(n\) was \(10^3\) oscillation per second, we would have \(m_o = 10^{-45}[g]\). Of course in all cases it is an extremely small value, but it is \(\neq 0\), according to QM: Zero Point Motion[24]. Besides, as we know, one of characteristics of the P is to travel most of the time, so it also gets a momentum(p).

2.6 The MOMENTUM of PHOTON

Feynman says: “Each P has an energy and a momentum(p)[26].”

Penrose states: “According to QM, the key concept concerns the momentum (p): in all shocks, in all interactions between QO, it is always preserved. Momentum must move somewhere: it can not simply disappear, as it is preserved. The same happens for energy[3]”. Fermi writes: “The P too, as other particles, is a corpuscle, a LQ, and has a its own momentum(p), through which transfers all its energy to the hit particle[33].”

Feynman adds: “The momentum, as a mechanical quantity, is difficult to hide. Nevertheless, momentum can be hidden –in the electro-magnetic(EM) Field, for example. This case is another effect of relativity[1]”. It’s like saying that momentum carries, albeit hidden, a dynamic-mass.

In short, the P cannot be considered massless. Its mass is simply, to say it with Feynman: “hidden”. Penrose chases: “In a conference held in Japan in 1922, Einstein said: ‘If a person falls freely he will not feel his own weight’. In fact, when you are in free fall (like when you launch from a plane, before you open the parachute) you have the impression that the earth gravity interaction(GI) is suspended: the Earth’s gravitational field seems to have disappeared. Where’s the GI? Actually the GI has not vanished, it is hidden[13]”. Well, in these circumstances, we seem to be able to see a significant behavioral analogy between EM Field and gravitational field. That is, it is as if in both of them something disappeared, temporarily concealed, hidden, during the event: 1) the dynamic-mass, transported by the momentum of the P (in the EM Field); 2) the GI (in the gravitational field). The momentum(p) is also represented in the de Broglie’s formula(equation 2):

\[ p = \frac{h}{\lambda} \]  

(26),
where \( \lambda \) is the wave length of the considered P (or other particles). As Weinberg reminds us, the mean wave length of a P in the optical band corresponds to \( \approx 5 \cdot 10^{-5}[\text{cm}] \) [34] and its \( p \) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{p} &= \frac{6.626 \cdot 10^{-27}[\text{erg s}]}{5 \cdot 10^{-5}[\text{cm}]}, \\
\mathbf{P} &= \frac{6.626 \cdot 10^{-27}[\text{g cm}^2]}{5 \cdot 10^{-5}[\text{cm}]}, \\
p &= 1.325 \cdot 10^{-22}[\text{g cm}^2]
\end{align*}
\]

(27), (28), (29).

Let’s see how heavy an electron is: its mass corresponds to \( 9.1 \cdot 10^{-28} \text{g} \), comparing these values, emerges that a running P is heavier than an electron. Thus, when we make a M, when we try to see and study an electron, and we shoot against it even a single P (the minimum quantity to be able to see it), what happens is that the electron is hit by a corpuscle with a dynamic-mass bigger than its, most likely succumbing under its mechanical effect, under such a shot, thus it collapses.

Every time a M is carried out (always using the EMR), the observed particle undergoes a probabilistic reduction of the state vector, indicated as Reduction Process, or R Process. With the R Process the state vector, represented by \( |\Psi\rangle \), jumps to another stated vector, let’s say \( |\phi\rangle \), which represents one out of two or more orthogonal alternative possibilities: the other can be \( |q\rangle, |X\rangle \), etc..., which depend on the kind of observation, the kind of M carried out.

Thus, with the M we move immediately from the phase \( U \) to \( R \), and the jump of the quantum state is induced, known as WFC. All related to the light’s quanta, to the EMR[35].

2.7 BROKEN SYMMETRIES and INFINITIES

As you will be aware, in agreement with the MEEP, to an “energetic” particle, carrying energy, forces etc., should correspond a mass equivalent to the energy carried, divided \( c^2 \). Since there is no zero energy for the ZPE, as Chandrasekhar reminds us[36], there should not be any particle carrying energy, with a zero mass(MEEP). Then, it may be incongruous to say that a particle with energy does not have an equivalent mass, it does not “conceal”, at least, a mass. It is Einstein’s equation to show that this particle has a mass, otherwise the equation would be null, the result would be zero. Thus, there should not be real particles, having any energy, with a zero mass. If there are, they should “subtend” a tiny mass, a Zero Point Mass[24]. Hence to a very small energy, as in the case of P, corresponds a very small mass, however \( \neq 0 \).

Therefore, we think that the base concept of the gauge theories: ‘the mass breaks the symmetry’ is not applicable to the Planck constant. No! Planck’s constant \(-6.626 \cdot 10^{-27}[\text{erg sec}]\) - is a real value, ineradicable: represented by an intrinsic value, it expresses the value of the density of energy-(equivalent mass) of the Planck Quantum. Thus, reduce this value to zero, in order to correct the divergences and infinities emerging from the equations of the Perturbation Calculus, would totally cancel the very existence of LQ and, consequently, also the energy of light: we would have a world everywhere dark and totally devoid of power! No, it is not possible.

However, in our opinion two ways could provide a solution: 1) Correct the infinities, without Renormalization; or: 2) Assume an extension of the Higgs Mechanism. Let’s analyze the problem.

1) As known, Oppenheimer demonstrated that at the origin of the infinities there was the term expressing the interaction between the electronic current and the EM Field produced by the electron. Oppenheimer writes: “It is further shown that it is impossible on the present theory to eliminate the interaction of a charge with its...
own field, and that the theory leads to false predictions when it is applied to compute the energy levels and the frequency of the absorption and emission lines of an atom[37]". That is, the self-interaction of the electron, considering the processes in which the electron emits and resets a P, causes an infinite shift (with quadratic divergence)[38]. On the contrary, in order to eliminate the infinites, in our opinion it would be necessary to replace a massless P, with the value of the Planck constant (h), or LQ, equal to 7.372·10^{-48}[g], multiplied by the value of the frequency of the considered P: see equation(25).

Weisskopf recalculates the electron self-energy, however, one always gets an infinite, with logarithmic divergence [39]:

$$E = \frac{3e^2m^2c^2}{\hbar c} \log \left[ \frac{\hbar}{m c a} + \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\hbar}{m c a} \right)^2} \right]$$

(30),

where E is the electron self-energy, m its mass and a its ray, considered as a point (thus 0). In equation (30) the null value of a appears twice in the denominators: we shouldn’t marvel at the infinites! Obviously this occurs because in the equations a point value for the radius of the electron (a) is introduced, thus a → 0 (which is as to give the value a = 0).

Thus, the calculation results in an infinite shift: for a → 0 diverges as 1/a^2.

Clearly, being massive particles. the electrons can in no way occupy a void or point volume of space, that is, equal to 0.

To this purpose, Feynman comforts us: “Maybe the idea that two points may be infinitely close is incorrect, it is false the assumption that geometry will continue to be invariably unchanged[40]”. He adds: “But if instead of including all the possible points of interaction until a 0 distance, the calculation is cut off when the distance between the points is very small, there exist defined values of the mass of the electron and of the its charge, such that the calculated mass coincides with the value of the mass of the electron measured experimentally, and the calculated charge coincides with the experimental value of the electric charge of the electron[40]”.

In short, in our opinion, the removal of the infinites emerging from the perturbative study of QED and other Quantum Field Theories(QFT), can be obtained in two ways. 1) replacing in the equations of such theories the value of 0 of a massless P, with the real energy value of the Planck constant, as represented by equation (25). 2) replacing in the equations of the QFT the point value attributed to the radius of the electron, therefore → 0, with the real value of its radius which, according to de Broglie, “presents a wave length of the order of 10^{-8} - 10^{-9} cm, i.e. as a X ray[41]”.

2) On the other hand, it is not possible to exclude a priori that another Higgs Boson(HB)[42][43], other than that found at CERN, may possibly allow the P to gain mass, according to an Higgs Mechanism analogous to that proposed by Standard Model.

Namely, the HF is a weak isospin doublet, that is, it has two components, which appear indistinguishable from Weak Interaction(WI)[44][45]. These two components have respectively electric charge +1 and 0: the HB is associated to the real part of the neutral field, which, by coupling with itself, i.e. with its own field (HF), acquires mass. On the contrary the P, considered insensitive to WI, is massless[44]. However, Penrose chases: “Already at ≤10^{16} eK, at ≈ 10^{17} seconds after the Big Bang, the photon(P) and W and Z bosons were frozen by the so-called spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) process, so only P remains massless while the others gain mass. Maybe it is the HB to give masse to these particles, as well as to itself and quarks. And how? Really great and ingenious ideas[3]”. Penrose adds: “I question the reality of SSB! There are various difficulties in this idea of SSB[3]”.

Feynman, who for Renormalization received the Nobel Prize, almost 40 years later writes: “This compass game, made with the value of the electron rest mass and the value of its 'charge' (i.e. its amplitude of
interaction with Ps), is called with a technical language renormalization: a fine name for what remains an absurd process! Having had to resort to such prestigious games made it impossible to prove the internal coherence of QED. It is, in fact, surprising that this coherence is still undemonstrated and personally suspect that renormalization is not a mathematically legitimate process. What is certain is that we do not have a good mathematic basis to formulate QED theory [40]. Passera writes: “in reality, no electric charge is point-like, so the problem of the infinites, considering the radius of the electron → 0 (for which the energy → ∞, that is, diverges) is simply a pure mathematical abstraction[46].”

In conclusion, in case the concept of SSB is likely, according to Randall (who hypothesizes more complex Higgs sectors[47]) we could imagine that the photon(P) can also acquire mass, through the other component of the HF.

3 CONCLUSIONS

The measurement(M), thus, produces a big changes on the physical properties of the observed particle, of the measured QO, as well as on its morphological configuration.

How do these changes happen? What kind of mechanism can be concealed behind the observation, behind the M, behind this kind of interactions? What is the secret mechanism which creates the Measurement Paradox(MP)? No one knows.

We only know that these modifications happen any time we try to see how a physical phenomenon takes place, or when we want to study the behaviour of a particle: to do so we have to carry out a M. Thus, the MP and the WFC take place every time M is carried out.

Which mean do we use to carry out a M? A LQ with a short wave length.

Thus, it is automatic to link together the four parameters: 1) Light; 2) M; 3) WFC; 4) MP.

In fact the WFC and the MP happen only after a M, and the M cannot be carried out without using the light: it is a conditio sine qua non.

Thus, we can infer that the WF of the observed particle, |Ψ⟩, jumps in a different quantum state (|ϕ⟩) when the LQ occurs. Without EMR it would not be possible to have neither the M, nor, as a consequence, the WFC and MP.

There is no other explanation. Someone may say: if it is so, how does EMR induces the MP?

Well, we have stated that the Planck’s constant, the LQ, is not evanescent, ethereal, inconsistent, but it carries out an intrinsic energy value equal to 6.626 · 10^{-27} [erg · sec].

Besides, EMR produces a mechanical action: the so called “radiation pressure of Ps[48]”. For example, “the solar light gives, on the earth surface, a radiation pressure having a weight of 1mg per m² per second[49].” We know that if a single P hits an electron changes its journey and deviates it from its trajectory. In the same way, we think that the P is able to create the WFC of the hit electron and the mysterious MP.

The mechanical effect carried out by an optic P against an electron, against a QO, is not at all negligible: as shown in equation(29), the electron is hit by a crash force equal to 10^{-22} [g·cm/s], that is 100,000 times bigger than the mass of the electron itself[50]. It is a considerable strike!
There is no wonder if, after such a strike, the quantum structure of the electron (with its superimpositions of quantum states), and its morphological configuration, undergo a significant modification. It is as if under the hit with the LQ, the electron deformed immediately (thoug just for a very short time), as if it shrivelled (as pinched balloon), reducing its quantum states: in this way showing itself as a corpuscle, a localised and observable particle. Just with a single P.

Therefore, the light really hit violently the electron and the atomic particles. Before being hit by EMR, in according to the QM the particle is a mathematical quantity known as a quantum state, or $WF(\Psi)$, that should contain all the information necessary to describe the considered quantum system. When it exists in this phase (U phase), not disturbed, the particle will not give any information concerning its look and contents.

To this purpose, Prigogine asks himself: “Does a unobserved nature, different from observed nature?[16]”. It seems so! In fact, as far as we try to see it, the observed particle immediately change its look, its quantum configuration and its trajectory.

Therefore, with M, i.e. under the action of LQ, the particle, that is its WF, jumps in a particular quantum status($\phi$, for example), giving rise to the WFC and, consequently, to the MP.

In closing, according to QM a physical phenomenon occurs if somebody is observing it. Therefore the act itself of observing, measuring a sub-particle, i.e. a QO, induces consequently a physical phenomenon. But in which way we can observe a particle? It is enough a LQ sufficiently energy. To this purpose Feynman said: “To observe electrons, we need a light because the light rebounding on electrons make them visible. Nevertheless the light affects the result because the result of light on is different from that of light off. We can say that the light affects electron behaviour. The electrons are very sensitive. When light is sent on an electron, it makes the electron vibrate so that the electron because of light, behaves in a different manner[26].”

In short, it seems that the light is the keystone to observe a particle, to make a M.

Similarly, only through the EMR we can try to reveal the enigma of MP.

In which way? We explained above, it could be a mechanical effect induced by LQ to play a main role with the M and unravel the mysteries of its Paradox.

In conclusion, we think this is just what happens with the M: the momentum of P is transferred entirely to the stroked particle(according to Fermi[33],Feynman[1] and Penrose[3],i.e.), respecting the Momentum Conservation Law.

It should just be the moving of the P’s momentum to the particle undergoing a M, to make the collapse of its wave function(WFC) and make less enigmatic the Measurement’s Paradox.
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